Changes in the January 2020 Handbook are as follows.

**Cover Page**
The cover page reflects the latest revision date of 01-20.

**Chapter A, General Title Requirements**
Due to Senate Bill 807, 2019 legislative session, a rental car company may submit an application to register a vehicle through EVR without an MCO.

**Chapter B, Application for Title and Registration, Form 226**
The Application for Title and Registration, Form 226, has been replaced with the latest revision dated 01-20.

**Chapter C, Application for Replacement Title, Form 515**
The Application for Replacement Title, Form 515, has been replaced with the latest revision dated 01-20.

**Chapter F, Ownership Documents**
Due to Senate Bill 807, 2019 legislative session, a rental car company may submit an application to register a vehicle through EVR without an MCO.

**Chapter I, Security Interest Perfection**
The TOD date chart has been updated.

**Chapter J, Damaged/Totaled Vehicles**
The Application for Salvage Title, Form 229, the Application for Replacement Salvage Title, Form 230, and the Notice of Vehicle to be Dismantled/Proof of Compliance, Form 6017 have been replaced with the latest revisions dated 01-20.

**Chapter K, Registration**
The Application for Registration, Renewal, Replacement or Transfer of Plates and/or Stickers, Form 268, has been replaced with the latest revision dated 01/20. The Custom Plate Application, Form 205, has been replaced with the latest revision dated 12/19.

Plates can now be transferred from a vehicle for which a salvage title has been issued.

**Chapter L, Vehicle Types**
Park Model Recreational Vehicles (PMRV) can be titled but not registered. These vehicles must comply with the ANSI A119.5 standard.

Motor homes, campers, and trailers must now comply with the NFPA, 1192, NFPA 501C, or ANSI A119.2 standard.

**Chapter M, Fees**
Fee information has been updated due to legislation effective January 1, 2020.

**Chapter P, Dismantlers**
The Vehicle Dismantler’s Notice, Form 270, has been replaced with the latest revision dated 01/20.

**Chapter R, Dealers**
Trip permits can only be issued to vehicles the dealer has sold.

Trip permit fees have changed effective January 1, 2020, due to legislation.

**Index**
The index has been revised to add a reference to Park Model Recreational Vehicles, (PMRV).

*Dave Adams, Vehicle Policy*